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This research aims at deconstructing the use of symbols in
two particular advertisements, one from Nirma, broadcast
on Indian television channels (available on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?vZ3kFRr06pa8o), and
the other from Wheel, also broadcast on similar channels
(available on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?2467 8300.
l.com, pragyan@iimcal.ac.in
aradwaj).
ian Institute of Management
anagement Bangalore. All rights
3.12.001vZ4eLTBJnlnkc), both aiming to enhance their consumer
volume in the same demographic segment, Indian middle
class1 housewives (see box for description of the
advertisements).
The objective of the research, apart from presenting the
marketing discourse situated in these two popular television
commercials in their roles as cultural referent systems, is
also to demystify the layers of meanings that underlie the
exterior of the advertisedmessages which not just broadcast
their products but also sell ideologies that are capable of
making an impact on the shaping of contemporary society.1 The phrase “middle class”, as popularised by theoreticians in
several Marxist discourses, has been used in the context of the
paper to demarcate Indian consumers with identifiable cultural
parameters such as consumption patterns (say, a group of con-
sumers, who would exercise prudence when selecting products/
services that give them suitable return on investment).
reserved.
The Nirma advertisement starts with four women
driving a car and stopping at a point where they wit-
ness an ambulance stuck in a puddle with people
(including men in corporate suits) looking on curiously.
The men remain mute spectators without participating
in the crisis situation as saviour-actors. It is at this
stage that the women alight and applying their might,
push the vehicle out of the puddle, with an expression
of triumph defining their countenance, shaming the
men standing around. The advertisement ends with
the conventional Nirma refrain. On the other hand,
the Wheel advertisement begins with a homemaker
(well-known television actress, Prachi Desai) surprised
to see that her old washing powder has been discarded
by her husband (the reigning superstar of Hindi
cinema, Salman Khan), who introduces a new washing
powder (Wheel ). The husband persuades his wife to
accept the change of the product by delineating the
qualities ofWheel as a washing powder with the power
of lemon and the enticing fragrance of flowers. The
advertisement ends with husband and wife playing
around in the courtyard of their home, amidst clothes
hanging out to dry, in a mood of romance, fun and
frolic, celebrating marital felicity.
2 The four representational dimensions are significant thematic
concerns that we derive from the analysis of the chosen advertise-
ments. The first dimension is a natural parameter of analysis, since
the research is about two competing brands for the same product
category; the second dimension is about the strategic use of symbols
in communicating the message of the commercials (symbols play a
significant role in visual communication); the third dimension is
about the techniques of persuasion used by the concerned com-
mercials (essentially all promotions are acts of persuasions); and the
fourth dimension is relevant for analysis since both the commercials
involve female characters as crucial representational models
instrumental in unravelling the values of the concernedproducts to a
target audience that comprises Indian middle class women.
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Icons: The Principles of Cultural Branding: “.brands
compete in myth markets, not product markets. [and]
compete with other cultural products to perform myths that
resolve cultural contradictions” (Holt, 2004, p. 39;
Schroeder, Buchanan-Oliver, & Cruz et al., 2010, p. 636). The
researchers attempt to show the complex processes of
resolving cultural contradictions through mythicisation,
where myths themselves might be continuations of those
very cultural contradictions that they are expected to
demolish in their utopian depiction of cultures.
Over the past few years, there has been substantial
research on different strategies adopted for marketing
communications and their impact on consumer percep-
tion. But little research is available on the application of
symbol deconstruction in the imagery used in advertise-
ments. According to Schroeder and Borgerson, “.outside
of university courses in communication or cultural studies,
there is relatively little education about marketing com-
munication’s social, cultural, and pedagogical roles, nor
about the production, history, and theory of visual repre-
sentation” (Schroeder & Borgerson, 2005, p. 581). Our
research probes into the implications of the use of symbols
as vehicles of social discourse. The intention is to examine
the promotional vehicles of two popular products, Nirma
and Wheel, found on the work shelf of Indian middle class
women and demonstrate how the symbolic portrayal of a
commercial can problematise its probable intended phi-
losophy. Such studies can trigger new ways of critical
thinking when planning communication strategies so that
the aesthetic act of picking suitable symbols and imagery
can be seen as an exercise in what Susan Petrilli calls
semioethics or the responsible use of symbols (Petrilli,
2010).Research methodology
The research is an exploratory, speculative and interdisci-
plinary conceptual review of two specific television adver-
tisements. The review focuses on four representational
dimensions, eachdeconstructing revolutionary social concerns
and ideologies, to provide a broader context for recognising
and understanding polemical issues in marketing communica-
tion representations.2 The four dimensions are as follows:
 two competing consumer commodities, Nirma and
Wheel washing powders;
 the consumer symbols (visual and auditory) used in the
washing powder commercials;
 the persuasive techniques used to sell the product; and
 the representations of and representations available to
the contemporary middle class woman as a consumer of
washing powder.
The researchers’ review of marketing communication
strategies that attempt to persuade the consumer on the
grounds of emancipation from the stereotype is informed
by Schroeder et al.’s (2010) qualitative analysis of visual
imageries used in advertisements (2010) and Petrilli’s
(2010) understanding of semioethics and responsibility. We
attempt to show that the notion of emancipation is an
equal participant in the tradition of the stereotype and it
unwittingly ends up establishing a totalitarian ideology in a
market that already succumbs to a “means end rationality”
(B€urger, 1984, p. 9). In other words, the “end” (whether it
be the intended profit to be accumulated by the sales of
the product/service or the intended behavioural change
that the product/service is expected to establish, and
thereby enhance its profit margin) is predetermined; and
the campaigns and methods of persuasion are initiated and
played out to achieve the expected end. Emphasising the
primacy of representation, Schroeder and Borgerson (2005)
draw attention to the fact that “representation enters into
the very constitution of things and categories” since the
way we think of ideas and objects is often shaped by their
representations. Further, the act of representation involves
the production of meaning through language systems, and
this includes visual representation. They conclude that
“using representation as an analytic tool, researchers have
emphasized how cultural practices, such as laws, rituals,
norms, art, and advertising, contribute to meaning pro-
duction within marketing” (2005, p. 584e585).
Figure 1 Yardsticks for observation and comparison.
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symbols, imageries, settings, and characterisations
involved in scripting marketing messages, in this paper, the
researchers have compared the advertisements of Nirma
and Wheel on the bases of certain parameters that they
consider crucial to the analysis of social construction of
meaning in marketing communications.
Yardsticks for observation and comparison
For significant comparison of the advertisements con-
cerned, the researchers have considered critical categories
of analysis such as imagery, characterisation, packaging of
the product, use of Aristotelian logos/pathos/ethos as tools
of persuasion,3 attributes of the product described, prod-
uct integration, use of narrative, punch line, music, and
setting and objects that establish the dimensions of mar-
keting communications, and also give symbolic strength to
any promotional message (see Figure 1).3 The critical categories chosen for analysis are the standard pa-
rameters of interpretation collated from narrative studies, visual
textual analysis, discourse analysis, and literary analysis. Such
parameters are essential in marketing communications when the
attempt is made to study visual and textual attributes of adver-
tisements. Moreover, the age-old Aristotelian logos/pathos/ethos
have been contemporised by their prolific use in modern narrative
studies as well as in the study of rhetoric: these are academic fields
that no qualitative analysis of advertisements can afford to miss
even in marketing communications discourses.Imagery
Opining on the high intrinsic value of imagery in the
marketing communication discourse, Schroeder and
Borgerson (2005) say: “Visual images exist within a
distinctive socio-legal environment .[and] consumers
knowingly interpret visual or text-based advertising mes-
sages, selectively choose meanings, and resist rhetorical
persuasion” (p. 580). In line with Schroeder and Borgerson
we submit that the imagery deployed in Nirma evokes
emotions of challenge, struggle and triumph to deliver the
intended message of action, whereas in Wheel, the im-
agery is more family oriented, evokes fun and frolic and a
relaxed mood; in comparison it could be described as
“homely”.
The contrast between the gendered perception of action
and homeliness further echoes Schroeder’s (2006) remarks:
“Constructing a visual genealogy of contemporary images
helps illuminate how marketing acts as a representational
system that produces meaning beyond the realm of the
advertised product, service or brand, connecting images to
broader cultural codes that help create meaning” (p. 320).
Taking into consideration the “socio-legal environment”
suggested in the advertisement, along with the possible
“visual genealogy” of the images used, the researchers
attempt a deconstruction of the same.
In Nirma, an ambulance is pulled out of mud by a group
of women, amidst a crowd of men who look embarrassed
(visually represented by the lowering of the man’s eyes
when contrasted with the “mock” visible on the face of the
heroic woman). The play between the expressions of
“mockery” and “embarrassment”, as well as the strategic
20 P. Rath, A. Bharadwajchoice of gendered manifestations of these expressions
(man is embarrassed and the woman mocks) defines the
perennial conflict between notions of progression and no-
tions of regression. By progressive societies, we mean so-
cieties that are more comfortable with the release of
instinctual drives as against regressive societies where so-
cial censure is practised. Our analysis here is informed by
Herbert Marcuse’s (1996) understanding of social re-
pressions of human instincts. In his seminal work, Eros and
Civilization, Marcuse has used both Marx and Freud to
explain the intricacies of the human struggle against the
social norms that prevent the release of instinctual desires;
norms that are made to systematise the smooth functioning
of societies in the interests of dominant social forces, but in
the name of discipline and civilisation. It was originally
Freud (1989), who analysed the conflict between natural
instincts (Id ) and societal norms and mores (the super ego)
in his work, Civilization and Its Discontents. Taking off from
Freud, Marcuse contends that in advanced industrial civi-
lisations, the instincts get repressed all the more. The
instinctual energy is then channelised into disciplined and
progressive work that, at the end, helps institutionalise the
disciplined instinct as productive for a structured society.
However, Marcuse also argues that progress is a conceptual
disguise initiated by a highly developed civilisation that
helps to cement the progress of civilisation as a valid
excuse or reason for that progress to happen. The more
alienated the labour, the more the worker enters the
industrialised and managerial sectors (the researchers limit
the alienated labour concept to white collar jobs stereo-
typed as non-mechanical labour). In such a framework of
human tension, we submit that the modern condition of
progressive women reverberates with Marcuse’s concept of
progress as camouflage and this is corroborated by the
following analyses.
The Nirma advertisement implies that the modern
woman, who at one time was limited to washing clothes,
now can perform a “manly” task such as pulling out an
ambulance which is stuck in the mud. We submit that the
paradox here is not instinctual liberation for women, but
instinctual repression for men. The liberated modern
woman is able to move ahead and get a blocked system
(ambulance and the environment) to progress. The
advertisement shows the woman tucking part of her
garment round her waist in a business-like manner as she
gets ready to perform the task on hand. The genealogical
relevance of this gesture (which she would have made
ideally when preparing to wash clothes) pertains to the
woman getting ready to work, but the work in this instance
is pulling an ambulance out and not a household chore such
as washing clothes. The advertisement implies that Nirma
has the capacity to clean dirt that stains clothes when an
act such as pulling an ambulance out of the mud is per-
formed. The major players who stage the socio-legal scene
come from the heterogeneous middle class segment of
society. There is a surplus liberation of the age-old soci-
etal and legal restriction of the masculine instinct of the
woman: the age-old desire in the woman to be adventurous
like the man. Victory is witnessed through the contrasting
expressions of the mock (woman) and embarrassment
(men). Such portrayals of emotions clearly establish a
competitive field.Marcuse (1996) argues that in an advanced industrial
society, the higher the job profile, the more is the instinc-
tual liberty: to put it in simple terms, we can say that the
rich can enjoy certain leisure which the poor cannot. Thus
the nature of instinct allowed is directly proportional to the
economic segment one belongs to. If more people “prog-
ress,” there has to be “surplus repression,” or what Marcuse
defines as “the restrictions necessitated by social domina-
tion” (1996, p. 35). So, when women release their instinc-
tual energy to adventure and prove their worth, it becomes
important for surplus repression of similar instincts in the
otherwise stereotyped practitioners of such worth (this is
strictly pertaining to the particular advertisement under
introspection). Thus, worth is established through a product
that legalises social progress, namely, women as front-
runners, but at the cost or repression of the stereotyped
frontrunners now represented as muted spectators of
progress. Marcuse further interprets Freud: “The constraint
on the gratification of instinctual needs imposed by the fa-
ther, the suppression of pleasure,. not only was the result
of domination but also created the mental preconditions for
the continued functioning of domination” (1996, p. 61). In
the light of Marcuse’s treatise, the advertisement can be
seen as an unwitting vehicle of propagation of a new system
of domination camouflaged as social progress and liberation.
The Wheel commercial also depicts characters from the
middle class. There are only two characters in this com-
mercial, husband and wife, representing an Indian middle
class couple. While the commercial does not escape the
context of “selective enjoyment of instincts” provided by
the economic stratum of society to which the characters in
the advertisement belong, it signals an enjoyment of
feminine instincts by a man within the same economic
structure. The male character has been shown using the
symbol of fragrance, to persuade his wife to change her
choice of washing powder. The man is shown histrionically
enjoying the sensation of fragrance himself. If we look at
the Hindi translation of the word “fragrance” (“sugandh”),
the word is traditionally used as a feminine nomenclature.
The concerned advertisement uses the word “khushboo”,
which is an Urdu usage and is grammatically feminine as
well. Moreover, when the husband is shown in the act of
throwing out the “yellow” powder and introducing the new
Wheel, the act has the potential to make a strong impact on
the minds of the viewers who can see how the husband
demonstrates sensitivity towards the woman by “liber-
ating” her from the “problems” of the old powder and helps
her by giving her a new “solution” that will make her life
easier. The husband successfully deposes the age-old
chauvinist patriarch, who is so busy in combating the
challenges of the outside world of action that he does not
spend time and perhaps even derides spending time in
understanding the so-called mundane, “feminine” life that
women lead within the domestic portals of his home. Yet,
the husband, while celebrating feminine attributes, is
consciously presented in a strong and masculine look. Thus,
the level of repressive competition is rested for the
moment in favour of a harmonious coexistence.Proposition 1. Imagery plays a pivotal role in instituting
new gendered meanings into the text of advertising
Table 1 Attributes of gender representation from the
Nirma advertisement.
Men Women
Do not take
action
Take action
Reticent
(look down
with guilt)
Aggressive
(mock at others
post action)
Feel through
the situation
(evident in
the expressions)
Think through
the situation
(evident in action)
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psychological mindsets.
Characterisation
Many times, commercials become household names
because of the use of iconic characters, and these char-
acters in turn become symbols for those products. The
characters become iconic because of projected features,
mannerisms, style, or content which can be grouped as a
dominant identity. Thus the product almost becomes syn-
onymous with the identity of the character who propagates
the use of that product. In an attempt to understand the
characterisations of personalities in the Nirma commercial,
for instance, the researchers prepare a binary chart that
contains the attributes that they derive from their obser-
vation of the depiction of both the genders in the
commercial.
The outcome is even more interesting when the binaries
listed in Table 1 are further contextualised within the larger
problematisation of “identity characterisation” as elabo-
rated by Schroeder and Borgerson (2005). Let us first un-
derstand what Schroeder and Borgerson have to say about
the “abuse” of “identity characterisation”: “Semiotic
meaning draws upon dualistic notions of being, identity,
and differencedsuch as self/other, male/female, white/
black, rational/emotional, culture/nature, and normal/
exoticdthe opposed elements of which stabilize various
positive and negative cultural associations and values.”.
Thus, they emphasise the dangers of the abuse of these
“meaning systems” that “may reinforce and reproduce
damaging images of identity” (“meaning systems” that are
heavily used in and by marketing communication dis-
courses). They further assert that “privileged elements”
like “the male, the rational, and the normal” occupy a
superlative position marginalising representations of “the
female, the emotional, and the exotic” as peripheral and
therefore weaker (2005, p. 583).
Against the background of the abuse of “identity char-
acterisation”, the researchers notice an exchange of
gendered stereotypes in the chosen commercials. In the
Nirma advertisement, women are represented as extro-
verted; they revel in sensation (revelling in masculine
strength and victory over the other gender); they think
through the conflict situation unlike the man, who isvisually represented as embarrassed; and they make quick
and sound judgment that translates into physical action.
But again, if there is an inter-change in the gender headings
(see Table 1), the dominant or appraised attributes of the
male character remain dominant or appraised anyway. In
other words, the male qualifications are now projected in
the characterisation of liberated, modern, and indepen-
dent women. This is the same irony exposed by Schroeder
when he invokes the visual representations enshrined in the
marketing campaigns of Benetton and CK One opining that
“.Benetton claims to be promoting racial harmony and
world peace,.[when] it ends up reinforcing racial preju-
dice. Perhaps the CK One images are not quite as alarming
as the Benetton campaigns, but it may be that, by including
images of marginalized segments of society, some of the
same stereotyping processes are at work” (2006, p. 315). In
other words, the projection of masculine women as against
effeminate men in the 1994 CK One perfume commercial
with the model Kate Moss, while establishing the ethics of
gender role reversal, also committed the logical fallacy of
celebrating masculine attributes but in women as over
feminine attributes but in men, which Schroeder charac-
terises as “same stereotyping processes at work”.
In contrast, the Wheel advertisement uses perhaps the
most prominently publicised alpha male celebrity, the
current box office draw in the Hindi film industry, Salman
Khan, but in a diametrically opposite setting. Salman Khan,
as a character in the advertisement, retains his machismo
in his looks, but initiates a new movement in household
matters, interestingly not on the streets but within the
domestic setting. He introduces the new washing powder
(throwing the “yellow” away); attracts the woman with its
appealing floral fragrance; and accentuates the cleansing
capability of the powder by citing lemon as its key ingre-
dient; and both, the value of the lemon (as cleansing
power) and the floral fragrance (as a sensuous experience)
are equally emphasised. Along with the typical narration of
the cleansing power of a washing powder, the effort the
husband takes to win the wife’s approval of the product by
emphasising fragrance as one of its hallmark attractions
clearly demonstrates his understanding of feminine sensi-
bility. This feminine sensibility exhibited signals the advent
of a metro-sexual man. His glamorous image as the alpha
man is retained, but his actions add a feminine texture to
his visual alphahood. Here is a representation of harmo-
nious co-operation rather than gender competition.
Proposition 2. Symbolic attributes with which characters
are invested in persuasive messages provide the product
promoted an ideological value: the attributes of the
character become the attributes of the product itself.
Packaging of the product/attributes of the product/
product integration
John Berger’s (2008) Ways of Seeing has pioneered a pop-
ular trend in visual analysis of advertisements by his critical
evaluation of the politics that underlies the language of
advertisements. He discusses the psychology of consumer
mentality through the cultural process of “publicity” in
marketing and advertisements. The world of advertisement
Table 2 Packaging of product through “envy”, “virtue”, and “conflict”/“competition”.
Envy Virtue Conflict/competition
Nirma Man unable to do what he was
expected to do; woman does it.
Female audience would envy the
utopian screen woman to be able
to make a man feel that.
The masculine power of physical
action; saving somebody in trouble
through physical action.
The above virtues depicted in women.
Mock in the woman’s face
versus embarrassment in
the man’s face
Wheel Man entering the woman’s world and
helping her out. Hence unable to establish
envy between gender roles.
But female audience would envy the screen
woman in the commercial for having such a
sensitive and helpful husband.
The feminine, the fragrance, feminine
work of washing clothes.
The above feminine virtues
depicted in man.
None, since the man
does not look pained
or embarrassed.
4 Refer to footnote 3.
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is apparently the future and not the present or the past;
a way of life that is “better” than the present or the
past. The researchers use the word “virtues” in the light
of Berger’s assertion of a “better way of life” as the
working hypothesis for advertisements and their
ideologies. Here, by “virtues,” the researchers do not
mean morals. Say, a liquor product displaying qualities
of “hotness” and “promiscuousness” would still stimulate
a consumer society with its “virtues” of “heat” and
“seduction.” ”Virtues” become essential attributes of
products and services for the consumer market. The only
way a commercial can persuade consumers to buy a
product is through this reliance on “changing life for the
better,” and through communication of those very “vir-
tues” that enable the product to change your life, once you
buy it, use it, and accept it. Berger calls this form of
communication “publicity”. He also proposes that we
“envy” those who seem to have made life better through
the use of the product advertised, thus glamorising the
enviable change. Along the lines of Berger, the researchers
contend that the “virtuous change” that the product in-
tends to bring into our lives becomes the point of exchange
between the product and the consumer. Thus, the persua-
sive message is aimed at advertising the probable change,
and the character of the change is what the researchers call
the “virtue”.
Nirma powder is thus integrated into a narrative that
glamorises the liberation of the Indian woman. The “envy”
factor is thus prominent in the contrast between “mock”
and “embarrassment” between the two genders, as
referred to earlier. Thus, the product is packaged with
“virtues” of change publicised in the way women would
want men to look at them (“mock” versus “embarrass-
ment”). In contrast, the Wheel advertisement packages
fragrance, flowers, and goodness of lemon in a frolicking
chemistry between the man and the woman; there is no
change in the woman’s representation, but it is the man
who is made to actively participate along with the woman
in her chore. The “virtue” of the woman is celebrated in
the man, while the patriarchal “virtue” of the man is
celebrated in women in the Nirma commercial. Thus, the
stereotype is maintained in both, but the packaging of the
“envy,” the “virtue” and the “conflict” or “competition” of
the stereotypes is different in both (refer Table 2)Thus, imagery and characterisation are metaphoric
projections of all that the product intends to stand for. The
researchers’ concern is in the process of manufacturing of
glamour and its proclaimed change of life into a better
future: while Nirma glamorises the modern woman only at
the expense of the man, Wheel integrates the man into the
woman’s world at no one’s expense, since the man is
enjoying the work, thus establishing more “envy” for the
“woman’s virtue interestingly in a man” amidst its con-
sumers, thus further propelling “competition” amidst its
rival brands, without taking recourse to “competition”
within the narrative of the advertisement as in the case of
Nirma. The Wheel packaging is perhaps more intelligently
pitched, the researchers would assert, since “envy,” “vir-
tue” and “competition” are subtly played out in their
marketing strategy, beyond their persuasive message
narration structure.
Proposition 3. Packaging of the product entails selling of
futuristic ideologies: persuasive messages with sociological
agenda (of selling the idea of futuristic virtuous societies)
may ironically create paradoxes that reinforce instead of
reinventing new social orders.
Use of Aristotelian persuasion tools: logos/pathos/
ethos4
In Nirma, no logic is given as to what chemical properties
make the powder ideal for washing dirt as strong as puddle-
mud. Yet, logic does operate, but in an implied manner.
The clothes get dirty; Nirma is there to clean the dirt. But,
cleaning the dirt is only a small part of a larger motif: Nirma
is not just a chemical product that eases the cleaning act.
The persuasive discourse is not about the newness of
Nirma, it is already a cult product; it is more about the
changing role of the woman using the cult product. Ethos
(universal principle) is then at the level of social change:
the new modern women who can “mock” the “embar-
rassed” men. Would that be an ethical choice to make is the
thematic question the researchers continue to ask. On the
Symbolic deconstruction: branding Nirma and Wheel 23contrary, logos has been used to show that Wheel has
certain content for fragrance and some chemicals like
lemon as a cleansing agent; so there are multiple benefits
in the task of washing itself. Thus, washing as an activity
that must be made enjoyable (fragrance) and effective
(power of cleansing agent) has been considered.
The Wheel advertisement also uses pathos (emotions)
extensively in the depiction of the role of the husband, who
is projected as a concerned companion of his wife. He not
only wants his wife to use a powder that has fragrance and
better cleansing agents (logos) to make her job of washing
enjoyable and effective, but also joins the wife in her ac-
tivity of washing clothes. Thus, the role of washing clothes
is ambiguously gendered, or the stereotypic gendered role
of washing clothes at home is problematised. Pathos also
works well in the simple monosyllabic and non-verbal con-
versations between the husband and the wife. The
communication of “hi and bye” is brief but again has strong
feminine overtones. When the husband proposes that from
today the wife must say hello to this new powder and bid
goodbye to the old one (through the act of throwing away
the “yellow powder”), the paralanguage witnessed is soft
and resonates with affection for the spouse. Thus, the
husband’s use of language as well as meta-communication
is not masculine in the conventional sensedexpressions of
competition, aggressiveness, and autocracydinstead the
communication implies love, affection, and affability.
Moreover, when the husband and wife play around the field
while drying out clothes (meta-communication, non-
verbal), there is a subtle message that domestic work is
not the exclusive responsibility of the wife. The pathos
looms into the larger ethical concern of gender represen-
tation through domestic work by showing a “glamorous”
husband (macho) surprisingly and endearingly feminine in
verbal and non-verbal communication. This representation
has a strong subtext of social change, since the change is
ethical, yet glamorous and envious. The researchers offer
that this advertisement has the potential to act as a model
for changing strategic communication which could work
towards challenging the insular patriarchal society of India.
Paradoxically, a seemingly “feminist” commercial re-
inforces the parochial mindset of male superiority, through
the logic (logos) of celebration of male action, while a
“macho Salman Khan” advertisement endorses the triumph
of womanhood by logically (logos) bringing “on the common
ground” a superstar in the guise of a “male homemaker”.
Proposition 4. By employing the medium of logos (logic),
the advertisers try to manufacture a revolutionary ethos
(ethics) by programming the target audience’s pathos
(emotions).
Use of narrative
The researchers contend that the narrative approach in
both the commercials is predominantly that of a romance.
The Nirma commercial utilises a specific form of a romantic
narrative, which the researchers term as “reversed
chivalric romance”. “Chivalric romance” was the popular
style of prose or verse orated in aristocratic circles of
medieval Europe. The plot was woven around a problem:there is a damsel or a weakling in distress; then a knight
gallantly solves the problem (usually saves the damsel) with
physical strength and intellectual agility, thus advertising
virtues like courage, loyalty and honour (Abrams &
Harpham, 2012). The same plot is played out in Nirma but
with a reversed motif: reversed chivalry. The problem is an
ambulance, driven by a man, stuck in a puddle; the chal-
lenge is who will get into the puddle to push the ambulance
out. The surprise climax is that women instead of men
come to the rescue, flaunting female gallantry in a flam-
boyant fashion. Thus this narrative scripts a mini-story with
which consumers (predominantly female) are expected to
identify themselves and celebrate the elation of its exalted
eulogy of the feminine gender. In contrast, the romance in
the Wheel commercial is more domestic, or a “reversed”
form of “milk narratives”. “Milk narratives” are forms of
narratives that trace the fluid connections of women’s ex-
periences from mothers to daughters (Daemmrich, 2003).
Here, the commercial traces the fluid connections of
women’s experiences from the husband to the wife.
The researchers conclude in line with Daemmrich (2003)
that human endeavours like storytelling and reading are
also gendered activities. The narrative in Nirma is centered
on the loss, search, discovery, and creation of paradise.
There is loss of movement for ambulance, search for
rescue, discovery of the problem by both men and women,
and finally through the motif of chivalric romances, crea-
tion of paradise (ambulance restored) but by women. Using
the masculine narrative plot, which Daemmrich describes
as “blood narratives of adventure and quest” (2003, p.
213), Nirma writes the modern woman’s tale. As observed
earlier, the gender-power structure is changed, but the
significance of the plot as masculine is retained, since such
significance is used to lend credibility to the tale of
adventure of the new woman.
InWheel as well, there is a narrative, but a family drama
that unfolds in a woman’s space, like in the “milk narra-
tives.” Traditionally, the stock plot of milk narratives
comprised characters like grandmothers passing the mantle
of their hoary wisdom to their granddaughters, and the
folklore of domestic felicity continued through generations
by means of dialogues. But, here, the husband becomes the
modern counterpart of the “grandmother” sharing an
experience with his wife in the traditionally defined wom-
an’s space, and what the husband shares is the washing
powder experience, which is typified as a household and
feminine concern. Though the husband endorses the pow-
der, he has to persuade his wife to use the powder. Thus,
the advertisement recreates the story of female concerns
through the dexterous employment of feminine symbols by
a man in a feminine narrative enacted in a woman’s inner
space.
If Daemmrich discussed the connection between
gender and narratives, Berger and Schroeder (2005) have
established the connection between representational
structures in narratives (particularly in visual arts) and in
advertisements. In Schroeder’s (2005) words: “The visual
arts [narrative arts] are an impressive cultural referent
system that brand managers, art directors, and adver-
tising agencies draw upon for their strategic representa-
tional power” (2005, p. 1301). The interconnection
between brands, art and culture is also reflected in our
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synonymous with the representational values of the
brand.
Proposition 5. The narrative structure used by advertisers
is as ideologically invested as is the product itself: incon-
gruous choice of narrative may lead to destruction of
product ideologies.
Setting/objects used
The setting in Wheel is the courtyard of a home with
strings of clothes hanging out to dry. The objects used are
strings and clothes and a bucket of water conjuring up the
image of domesticity. The setting in Nirma is of the out-
door world with a puddle in the street. The object used is
an ambulance, a “male” vehicle. A woman is shown
alighting from a car, which again stands as the symbol of
masculine power maneuvered by a woman who is
demonstrated as driving it thereby employing the physical
vehicle as the metaphor for the social vehicle of change.
Thus, setting and objects can lead to identity construction
as well. The gender role is redefined in Nirma, in an
outdoor, extrovert persona and a man’s world. What was
earlier the man’s domain, now is invaded by the woman
and a powerful one at that: in Schroeder’s words: “.if
sexual roles are constructed in representation, they can
also be revised and restructured in discourse” (2005, p.
1297). But with this role reversal, what is the message
being given out through the seemingly feminist branding
of a product? In Schroeder’s words again: “If consumers
create themselves via brands, what kinds of identities are
available to them?” (2005, p. 1297).
In Wheel, the inner space of the house, traditionally
designed for the woman, evokes Elaine Showalter’s (1981)
reference to the wilderness that characterises a certain
aspect of a man’s life, as contrasted with a woman’s life.
What men do outside the home space, their adventures,
their wilderness, which women do not have access to,
develops into a form of legend talked about by women in
their personal space. But the women in their most private
experiences also have a wilderness, which Showalter
describes as “no-man’s land, a place forbidden to men”
(1981, p. 200) or the y zone, and this corresponds to the
male zone x, which is “off limits to women” (1981, p.
200). She adds that women as per cultural anthropology
know the male crescent or x (or the no-woman’s land),
which they refer to as the legend of the wilderness, a
legend that the Nirma ad actually makes a utopian
conquest of through female invasion. However, in Wheel,
the man is shown willingly and enthusiastically partici-
pating in what Showalter calls the woman’s wilderness,
which men hitherto have not been paying heed to. Thus,
even if Wheel is as utopian in its structure as Nirma, what
is interesting is the effort made by a man to enter the
zone y, an otherwise insipid world not having the glamour
of a legend. Unlike in Nirma, where there is conquest of
zone x by the denizens of zone y, here, as role reversal,
we find a zone x representative, not conquering in a
competitive spirit, but inhabiting with the inmate of zone
y in zone y itself.Proposition 6. The inanimate settings used within adver-
tisements can lead to re-designing psychological settings
that the product tries to propagate.
Music/punch line
The music inWheel is a happy tune celebrating the conjugal
bonding, in which the husband and wife appear in a playful
mood, partaking of the day-to-day joys. The music is soft
and like a merry jingle. But in Nirma the iconic jingle is
rendered anew and in our opinion, comes across as a paean
of triumph over challenges rather than a jingle of a happy
homemaker. But the triumph over challenge appears to be
exhibitionist; what is an announcement of female emanci-
pation also becomes a precondition to male repression.
In Nirma the famous punch line “doodh si safedi Nirma se
aayee .” (“milky whiteness comes from Nirma”) has been
curtailed and only the names of the women are retained and
the ending of the celebrated jingle is played “sabki pasand
Nirma” (“Nirma is the choice of all”). Again, “sabki” (“all”)
includes the names of the women but no male name is
included. The stereotype is further maintained: only women
wash. In Wheel, it is the man who introduces the washing
powder, so that the woman enjoys the fragrance and lets the
lemon do the cleansing part. The tag line “Is main hain
nimboo ki shakti aur hazaroan phoolon ki khusboo” which
translates to “Wheel has power of lemon and fragrance of
thousands of flowers” gets repeated often. The gender
discourse equally emphasises the feminine flowers (“flower”
in Hindi “phool” is grammatically a feminine noun) and the
masculine lemon (“lemon” in Hindi “nimboo” is grammati-
cally amale noun) and is articulated by themale character of
the commercial accentuating the unisex appeal of not only
the product but also of the practice of washing which is
emblematic of household responsibility.
Proposition 7. The lyrical treatment of persuasive mes-
sages can also lead to consolidating certain socio-political
tendencies owing to its degree of connect with the target
audience.
Theoretical implications of the study
The researchers compare the two chosen commercials
critically to establish how just the use of symbols alone
does not give meaning to a product’s ideology; it is the
contextual placement of these symbols that changes their
semantic connotations. Thus, in one commercial, the
symbols may be modern but the ideology is old; while in the
other, even symbolic stereotypes may be deciphered to
offer new meanings to the message. The research aims to
expostulate the inevitable irony in the usage of symbolic
communication strategy espoused in marketing communi-
cations through the chosen commercials.
Ethical use of symbols is not about moral propaganda or
social revolution alone; it is about what kind of future we
are looking for, and what definition of emancipation we
intend to give in the proposed scope. In the process, what
emerges is the need to legitimise the engagement with
plurality of possible meanings at the level of what Fredric
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of the consumer and his/her demography, and also at
the level of “visual display” of those pluralities. Such
legitimisation is a crucial part of the answer to the
question regarding the future of persuasive marketing
communication.
Since plurality is inevitable now, how can a non-
hierarchical system exist, if at all? To quote Jameson:
Pluralism means one thing when it stands for the coex-
istence of methods and interpretations in the intellec-
tual and academic marketplace, but quite another when
it is taken as a proposition about the infinity of possible
meanings and methods and their ultimate equivalence
with and substitutability for one another..[M]ind is not
content until it puts some order in these findings and
invents a hierarchical relationship among its various in-
terpretations. (1981, p. 16)
The researchers are not primarily studying the product
or the advertisement as the text for persuasion; they are
scrutinising the “interpretive frameworks” that construct
the text. In their attempt at re-packaging a product or
service for a “better social future”, the creative advertisers
intend to break the contextual “hierarchical relationship”
(here the focus is on the gendered structure of society).
But, they should also be aware that their intention (how-
ever legitimate it might be in its positive assertion) cannot
be de-coupled from interpretive frameworks that may
culminate into construction of the hierarchical relation-
ships which they intend to destroy. This continual dilemma
between hierarchical relationships and interpretive
frameworks is also our “historical,” “moral,” “interpretive”
and “literal” (Jameson, 1981, p. 16) points of burden as
well as potential possibilities of transformations.
The researchers contend that persuasive communication
in advertisements replays the complex dilemma between
hierarchical relationships and interpretive frameworks: a
dilemma which has been the subject of concern so long. The
concern is all the more significant since advertisement
communication plays to a market with concrete outcomes.
We say “concrete” because persuasion as a communication
tool is used to bring about a marked change in human
behaviour (Munter, 2011), and hence, advertisements have
the potential to change consumer mindset which in turn has
enormous impact on their lifestyles. At this juncture, we
refer to Berger (2008) again: he looks at advertisement as a
publicity tool that offers a better and alternative way of life
through the possession of the product advertised. Hence, for
any persuasive act, the value of the “future” becomes the
focal point of persuasion, ironically played out to the
intended audience in the present. Yet the inevitable paradox
in the valorisation of the future lies in the fact that its value is
determined by the past. Thus, the future is seen as changing
the present but the present is a hermeneutic outcome of the
past. “Marketing representations have the power to make us
believe that we know something we have no experience of
and to influence the experiences we have in the future”
(Schroeder & Borgerson, 2005, p. 584). Thus, if persuasion is
addressing a better future, and advertising is the employ-
ment of sign processes, then persuasive advertising must
involve in pluralistic interaction of visual and auditorysymbols that create a more democratic future. One even-
tually, even though not initially, is dependent on the thought
of a community of inquirers; inquirers that Petrilli catego-
rises as “semiotic animals” or “cosmically responsible
agents” (2010). In other words, the researchers propose the
need for persuasive marketing strategies as a critique of all
claims to the status of totalities, and ethics herewould entail
what Schroeder addresses as celebration of differences
rather than consuming them (2006, p. 303e321).
Action plan for marketers
Though advertising is a creative art which has its own artistic
license, yet the marketing giants (“semiotic animals”)
cannot afford to turn a blind eye towards their social obli-
gation (“cosmically responsible agents”); though it may not
be a major variable on their explicit agenda. Since adver-
tisements which are televised reach a very wide segment of
audience and due to their iterations can exercise a potent
reinforcement of perceptions they are marketing, one
should try to scrutinise not just their apparent import but
also the subtlemessages which are embedded in the symbols
they use. This subliminal advertising, which entails
conveying subtle messages, can act as conditioning forces
impacting behavioural patterns of the viewers. Hence, if by
watching the Nirma ad, the subliminal symbolism translates
into the message that if one wants to get social supremacy
one should act macho, it can be counterproductive. While
the Wheel ad presenting a superstar, who is widely consid-
ered the dream model for Indian men’s aspiration, in an
angle that seems supportive of the work that women do, can
sell the idea of understanding that being macho does not
mean trivialising women for the work they do (in the adver-
tisement it is the domestic chore of washing) but, also
empathising with them so that society can stand healthy on
the ground of gender egalitarianism.
Since the advertisements are produced on a grand
canvas and celebrity endorsers are brought in to add a dash
of glamour to the advertisement, we can assume that the
marketers are fully aware of the phenomenon of viewer’s
psychology that prompts the action of not only the con-
sumption of the product advertised, but also of the ideol-
ogy associated with it. As tantalising glamour is associated
with the scintillating product advertised, the advertise-
ments act as agents of aspiration fulfilment for the audi-
ence receiving them. The creative heads designing the
advertisements should understand the concept of sublimi-
nal advertising, which entails transmitting messages which
are below the threshold of normal perception, and are not
consumed consciously. However, these messages still get
mentally registered and can have a detrimental impact on
the attitude of the viewers if the symbols tend to engender
negative notions. With the right screening and auditing by
experts on audio-visual media, marketers can sell their
products aggressively [which is in their salient business
agenda], while being aware and conscious of the fact that
they are selling packaged in their products attitudes, per-
ceptions, and prejudices that can condition social behav-
iour. Being conscious of this fact will make them
responsible agents instrumenting the purchase of not only
the right product but also responsible ideology. Though
Table 3 Research propositions
Propositions
P1: Imagery plays a pivotal role in instituting new gendered meanings into the text of advertising messages which,
in turn, is likely to condition socio-psychological mindsets.
P2: Symbolic attributes with which the characters are invested in persuasive messages provide the product promoted an
ideological value; the attributes of the character become the attributes of the product itself.
P3: Packaging of the product entails selling of futuristic ideologies: persuasive messages with sociological agenda
(of selling the idea of futuristic virtuous societies) may ironically create paradoxes that reinforce instead of
reinventing new social orders.
P4: By employing the medium of logos (logic), the advertisers try to manufacture a revolutionary ethos (ethics)
by programming the target audience’s pathos (emotions).
P5: The narrative structure used by advertisers is as ideologically invested as is the product itself: incongruous choice of
narrative may lead to destruction of product ideologies.
P6: The inanimate settings used within the advertisements can lead to re-designing psychological settings that the
product tries to propagate.
P7: The lyrical treatment of persuasive messages can also lead to consolidating certain socio-political tendencies
owing to its degree of connect with the target audience.
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become ethically responsible for what they portray, it can
not only trigger right social change but can also lead to a
robust brand reputation for the products and services they
promote in the long run.
See Table 3 for research propositions.
Conclusions
The methodology of this review rests on unearthing para-
doxes or conflicting binaries that problematise the final
revolutionary claim of the advertisements. The researchers
willingly and humbly accept the limitation of choosing ad-
vertisements strategically that complement their review.
These advertising messages have been culled to elucidate
the content focus of the paper. There is no claim made
over the epitome value of these commercial advertise-
ments. Advertisements should not be treated as merely
representational marketing campaigns but also as promo-
tional vehicles that prod marketing communications re-
searchers to focus on critical dimensions of marketing
strategy that need thoughtful analysis; in other words, they
are representational social campaigns as well. On a broader
level, these marketing discourses can hint at in-
terpretations of images and symbols embedded in adver-
tisements and their social and cultural import. “The claim
is not that some advertising, as well as other forms of
marketing communications, might offend the concerned
group and its members, but that certain forms of repre-
sentation may limit their opportunities for the future by
undermining or sabotaging their reputation” (Schroeder &
Borgerson, 2005, p. 585).
Future directions for research
This area can become a fertile ground for future research
since the contextual loci of symbol and imagery are central
to any marketing communication. If strategically
employed, the symbolic and visual richness can be insti-
tuted in promotional vehicles of various products to impartlarger philosophical canvas to marketing media in broad-
casting revolutionary mutation in the social fabric. Since
advertisements do not just sell products but also, at times,
have been instrumental in the social launch of new ideol-
ogies that trigger new thinking patterns, this medium of
communication should be studied employing multiplicity of
perspectives. “Future marketing research on visual issues
must acknowledge images’ representational and rhetorical
power both as cultural artefacts and as engaging and
deceptive bearers of meaning, reflecting broad societal,
cultural, and ideological codes” (Schroeder, Cruz, &
Buchanan-Oliver, 2010, p. 647). Thus, marketers should
strive to fathom the socio-cultural semantics that con-
sumers construct in the framework of advertisements so as
to become evangelists of a new world order.
Moreover, future research must be conducted in quali-
tative and quantitative analyses of the real-time response
of the target audience to two such contrasting advertise-
ments, such that the role of the Indian woman (housewife
and otherwise) and her response is documented and used
for analysis and development of a research process for the
evaluation of such communications. (The authors have
initiated a sequel research work on the same, where they
compare the response of the target audience to cosmetics
as a process of external image building on the one hand,
and washing powder advertisements as a process of do-
mestic image building on the other, to contrast and
compare the representations of Indian women in their
public and domestic capacities.)
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